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I. Introduction
Interest in studying ralativistic nucleus-nucleus intera-
ctions arises from the fact that they offer an opportunity
to probe nuclear matter at high density and temperature. It
is expected that under such extreme conditions a transition
from hadronic matter into quark-gluon plasma occurs and
that in the interactions of highly relativistic nuclei such
conditions are created Ill. Before energetic nuclei beams
will be available at new ion accelerators, cosmic rays re-
main a unique source of high energy heavy nuclei. JACEE-3
experiment was designed for study the colli_ions of heavy
cosmic ray nuciei with different nuclear targets at energies
beyond 20 GeV/nucleon.
2. Experimental method
JACCE-3 experiment was carried out using a combined
electronic counters and an emulsion chamber detector, which
was exposed to the cosmic rays on a balloon at an altitude
of 5 g/cm 2. The electronic counters were placed on the top
of a 50 x 50 cm _ emulsion chamber. The counter system measu- °
res the ener_gies (between 20 and 60 GeV/nucle0n), charges
(from Z=6) gnd determines trajectories of incident nuclei.
It registers also the burst energies released in the intera-
ctions. The emulsion chamber serves simultaneously as both
target and coordinate/ionization recorder. Details of the
apparatus are given in _2].
The charges of projectile fragments and emission angles
of all charged secondaries were measured in consecutive
layers of emulsion and/or CR-39 plates downstream the inte-
raction vertex. Charged particles in the forward cone were
detected in the emulsion chamber without ambiguity. For each
event the following multiplicities were determined:
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_F-number of multicharged projectile fragments [Z_/2);
_p- number _f released protons from incident nucleus,
N_=Z- _ ZF,6 , where Zp is the charge of primary nucleus;
_sf- Pnum_er of relativistic (_0.7) singly charged seconda-
ries emitted in the forward hemisphere:@-_@_, where_vz
corresponds to;[/_ in the center of mass of proton-pro-
ton collision;
_Imf=Nsf-Np, number of produced charged particles (mesons) ;
Nsp-number of spectator protons (see explanation below) ;
Npart=Np-Nsp, number of protons participating in the colli-
sion.
Spectator nucleons are not involved in the collision. The
number of spectator protonS,Nsp , can be determined for each
event by selecting from singly charged particles those ful-
filing a given emission angle criteria [3]. Among participa-
ted nucleons(NpartAeJ_)are wounded nucleons which interact in-
elasticaly in the target and nucleons which do not contribu-
te to the particle production but still participate in the
collision as the secondaries scatter off them. I_ is not
possible to distinguish experimentally between wounded pro-
tons and those originating from cascade processes, however
it is natural to assume that Np is related to the number
of wounded protons, art
3. Results
The analysis was performed @n an unbiased sample of heavy
primary (Zp>/22) interactions with three different targets:
light target=CHO,emulsion and lead. The detailed measurements
have been completed for 70 interactions with Ep& 60 GeV/n
out of 120 heavy nuclei recorded. Table I summarizes the in-
clusive data for interactions of "iron" group nuclei on dif-
ferent targets. Multiplicities and dispersions ar2 calcula-
ted for %he forWard cone only. The values of the Nmf/D ratio
are close to I independently of the target mass being consi-
stent with the predictions of the superposition models for
nucleus-nucleus interactions _4]. In Figs.la,b,c the inclusi-
ve pseudorapidity distributions obtained on different targets
are presented. The increased of the particle production on
. heavier targets in forward region is seen. In Table 2 we com-
oare our results with the data for proton collisions with the
same targets _5_. The p-nucleus data are taken in the same
angular region and are e_trapolated to the same primary ene-
rgy_Ep_. The ratio of the average multiplicity in nucleus-
nucleus collisions to the meanmultiplicity in p-nucleus
interactions can be compared to the_average number of woun-
ded nucleons in projectile nucleus_ Nwn, calculated from the
simple geometrical formula: _,, _p_A,/_A__ Within the limits
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of statistical errors these two quantities agree with each
other. Thus, we observe an extension of p-nucleus data to
nucleus-nucleus ones on the base of simple superposition of
independent collisions of nucleons from projectile nucleus.
If we select the events with different number of wounded
_ucleons than, we expect (basing on a superposition picture)
that the multiplicity in nucleus-nucleus collisions will de-
oend linearly on the number of wounded nucleons. Experimen-
tally it is only possible to do a selection according to the
number of oarticipa.ting nucleons, so the quantitative compa-
rison with model predictions is not possible. Qualitatively
we observe the increase of the multiplicity with increasing
number of participating nucleons (Fig.2), but this depende-
nce is much weaker than the one expected from superposition
of p-nucleus collisions. This discrepancy may be explained
by the fact that among Npart there are protons which do not
contribute efficiently to the particle production. On the
other hand we do not expect a dependence of Nmf on the num-
ber of spectator nucleons, unless the latter are not corre-
lated with participating nucleons. Only for events with a
total disintegration of primary nucleus into singly charged
:f_ra_ments such correlation exists. In Fig.3 the dependence
of N _ on the number of spectator nucleons is shown.
Fr_ the central rapidity densities we can estimate the
energy density created in the collision. Using the formula
_iven by _jorken [lJ and taking _=0.4 GeV/c we obtain mean
energy densities smaller than 0.5 GeV/fm 3. This is below the
critical value required for the phase transition [I]. For
the highest multiplicity events the energy density appro-
aches 1 GeV/fm _. The characteristics of these events will be
_resented separately at this conference.
4. Conclusions
The presented results from JACLE-3 experiment ( multiplici-
ties, N/D ratios, comparison with p-nucleus data) support the
hypothesis that nucleus-nucleus interactions can be consic_e-
red as a simple super_osition of independent p-nucleus colli-
sions. The similar conclusion was obtained from an analysis
of _Ne-emulsion interactions at primary momentum 4.1 A GeV/
c and with a high event statistics [6]. No evident signals
of phase transition have been observed, suggesting that the
detection of exotic phenc_mena requires a high statistics
experi_ _ts with a possibility to look for specific signatu-
res.
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Table I.
A-r wo. ot "
CHO 45 25.1 36 21.9t 3.0 1.09-+.19
Emulsion 10 25.0 28 28.9_-11.4 .80_+.36
Pb 15 24.8 34 41 .I__10.6 1 .00.*.32
Table 2
CliO 22.8_ 3.3 2.6t-0.2 8.8_-1.4 6.6
Em 29.8111.6 3.0_-0.3 9.9+-4.0 10.3
Pb 45.5_-12.3 3 .0-'0.45 15.2 -_4.7 18.3
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